By defining a constant probabilistic orbit of ( ) and ( ) iterated functions, the stability dynamics of these functions in possible interactions through connectivity provides the formation of a dynamic fixed point as a metric space between both iterated functions. The presence of a dynamic fixed point identifies qualitatively phases of iteration time lengths and interaction orbits of the event.
Introduction
Although asymptotic iterated functions can be often considered empirically invisible in their nature of proportionality [1] , the expression frequency of iterations with which these functions occur partially on time in their formulations affecting the physical nature of a phenomenon are subject to observation and discrimination to the extent that they can be observed knowing the metric of spaces that constitute all the stages of a given event in terms of its iterated functions be a product of interactions [1, 2] . However, as the metric space of these iterated functions oscillates in their expressions and can increase distances from each other in terms of possible interactions (monotone functions) [2] , it is possible to describe the event as presenting a dynamic asymptotic imbalance between functions in terms of expression in time or space for all finite solutions directed to a fixed point as noted by Lundberg (1963) [2] but, as defined in this research, a dynamic fixed point, resembling Williamson's concept ( 1991) [3] . In this sense, for identifying at Lyapunov stability an asymptotic behavior, it is necessary to describe an event considering its escaping and approximation orbits in order to make visible, mathematically, the asymptotic formation feature within the apparent stable dynamics. However, in this research it will be demonstrated that the apparent asymptotic instability observed in nature function expression in connectivity is in true a false asymptotic effect. This feature occurs as far as the time confers to a given function and its interaction, a quantified empirical result that will express in higher proportion than other iterated functions and its interactions that don't have enough time lengths to express. The camouflage effect resides in the sense that the asymptotic definition in terms of empirical observation does not match with true function equation, being the effect of time lengths a tool in which empirical results can present massive quantified results of a function that can even be not asymptotic at all.
It is defined as a dynamic fixed point in this research the formation by iteration and interaction between distinct iterated functions, of a metric space in which one of the functions that are defined partially by a fixed point assume other distances between two points of two distinct functions, alternating the position in the metric space between one function and the other.
This connective metric space in turn generates a kind of instability between the fixed point metric position that can be defined in a specific order of possible orbits of interactions in the system (solutions proximity) [4] and at the same time a region of space in which the iteration frequencies of the iterated functions reach their maximum degree of expression presenting higher distance between two points of both functions (escaping solutions) [5, 6, 7] . Thus, Banach's fixed-point theorem objectively illustrates the distribution of iterated functions over a single fixed point in a complete metric space, considering for it the dynamic fixed point concept and reflecting the definition of one of the iterated functions partial attraction to a fixed point for each interaction, but in a connectivity metric space [8] .
To analyze the possibility of the formulations described in this introduction, the methodology section will address a case of iterated functions that will be described at the end, in the results section, in graphical terms of the expression that evidences the presence of regions of the metric space with the largest amount of orbits between functions (interaction) and expression frequency on time (iteration itself).
Methodology 2.1 Connectivity and iterated functions.
Theorem 1. Consider that two functions f and g iterated in connectivity and a complete space metric +1 , present in common an interaction with a third domain defined symmetrically as a mirror of and maps. These two iterated functions in terms of their physical nature have defined probabilistic temporal / spatial behavior parameters. The time of occurrence +1 for each event representing each function iterated in connectivity is constant at a expression frequency of time as +1 + +1 and probabilistic distribution , constant. The interaction of these two functions in a given region of the metric space +1 generates, assuming that the quantitative properties of the event remain with partial and asymmetric numerical transformations to their original form ( ), for each interaction such as, +1 ( , ) = 0 ∴ +1 ( , ) = ( ) and vice versa for ( ), a solution to a fixed point at that defines itself as a random variable +1 = 1 , … , (dynamic fixed point) for only one of the functions ( ) or ( ) at each interaction. The distance between two points in each iterated function at occurs in a general and maximum expansion as, and vice versa. The convergence of one of the functions when attracted to a fixed point is defined as lim →∞ ( +1 − ) = 0, where + 1 is a metric space in which ( ) or in turn ( ) are not defined at the fixed point mutually as indicated in number notation (4) . : ( ( )) → +1 : ( ( )) → −1 This means that to the extent that one of the iterated functions is dynamically defined by fixed points, there is the formation of fixed positions in space and time with which the distance between two points of both sets for each interaction assumes Lyapunov stability [9] with a bounded mapping condition where for all vectors, the solutions will always be less than or equal to the sum of all dynamic fixed points ( ≤ ∑ +1 ). When observing the connectivity of the iterated event, this characteristic (connectivity) reveals that the maximum dynamic fixed points are formed as Cartesian product of the iterated functions generating a defined phase space (locally stable or unstable according to fixpoint position in the phenomenon) by the sequence (orbits) of interaction between functions and the average distances generated between the points of each function for each sequence of interactions (orbits). This behavior of the event also allows us to observe, as will be described in the results section, that the distance between two points of each domain, in the dynamics of maximum possible interactions and synchronously, assume an asymptotic instability that accompanies certain empirical expressions, in which one of Iterated functions in connectivity may not be visible (discretized) due to an asymptotic camouflage effect.
(1)
This event can best be described as an orderly sequence of iterations +1 + +1 = 1 with parameters determined in + 1, e in the relationship that is defined only from 1 , … , , generating a composition like ( ∘ )( ) as ( + 1) = { ( )| ∈ + 1}. A linear prediction can be obtained if for certain frequencies defined as Markovian the functions + 1 are infinitely discretized in the available proportion of , revealing the flow of process iterations
in its various position dynamics at a single fixed point and for the formation of other dynamic fixed points.
To visualize the interaction of iterated functions and the formation of connectivity, the following sets are defined as an example in figure 1.
Lemma 1.
It is possible to observe that the fixed points are generated from the demand + 1. Thus, event discretization + 1 occurs as a sequence is organized from the availability of , which these fixed points in turn assume a function defined as ( ∘ )( ). Therefore, for both functions and , the iterations of each function remain as an image of interactions occurring at a given moment from n fixed points 1 , … , randomly or not, generated as : ( + 1) + ( + 1) → ∴ × , where the metric space of connectivity between two points of each iterated function is defined as ( ( ( )), ( )) ≤ (∑ +1 , ( ( )) (3), and vice versa. Proof of theorem 1 and lemma 1. The equation that describes the behavior of figure 1 for each iterated function in terms of space and time can be described as:
Since all variables of each function have defined values, then the interaction orbits have homogeneous characteristics as found in Lyapunov's stability,
Hence, connectivity can be defined by the equations,
Following this definition, all numerical solutions directly reflect the maximum number of locally stable and unstable maps [9] , sequence of interactions and expression frequency of iterated functions on time, and the visible expression of the event in empirical terms of analysis (considering that the quantized nature of the event is known at certain margins of variation or deterministic definition in a sensorial dimension of events).
As the event unfolds, the metric space between ( ) and ( ) in connectivity to , for all dynamic fixed points can be set globally per interaction as:
And locally per iteration, roughly defined as,
Both the function ( ) as ( ) are false asymptotic to each other symmetrically as far as one function or the other is increasing only in time lengths.
→ ∞ ∴ ( )~( ) or ( )~( ) Given the expressions of ( ) and ( ), you can define that iterations are defined through in order that ( ∘ ) = ( + ). However, it should be noted that in the expression
, where the sum of existing functions can reach as many iterations as possible in the bounded event, however, many of the iterations are identical and it is not possible to observe event variations in an empirical sense, which in this article is treated as the invisible effect of the numerical intervals in a true asymptotic equation (dynamic fixed points and the empirical expression of iterated functions). Thus, although not visible, both functions clearly differ in terms of empirical properties of the iteration and their expressions within a context, for example, probabilistic distribution for linear / nonlinear events which directly affects the ability to discretize the event, quantify it and have control over the sequence of interactions and frequency of iterations over time. Therefore, since functions assume a bounded characteristic, it is really a parameter on which asymptotic effects can be neglected while causing the most complex events or in the other direction, it in fact can't even exist. So when in ( )~( ), it is obtained the smallest metric space of iterations between two points of each set in ( ), consequently ( ) assumes greater distance from the fixed point of ( ) making it possible higher time lengths occur for the events of ( ) because of their relative distance (average) in the metric space of connectivity between two points between sets. And vice versa. If the number of iterated functions equals , and exhibiting the same behavior as described in the methodology section as a Cartesian interaction product, the false asymptotic effect closes as the distances between dynamic fixed points for each of the interactions in connectivity are as short as possible (all possible solutions will converge in the neighborhood of ( ( )) or ( ( )). If the number of functions exceeds , queue theory is the best description of the event because it directly reflects the theoretical foundations of this knowledge.
Results

Dynamical fixed points and connectivity metrics.
(12) (11) Consider two iterated functions in connectivity ( ∘ )( ) which in turn defines the dynamics of the fixed point according to methodology section. In this sense, the metric space assumes behavior like ( ( ), ( )) = (( ( ) = ( ) + ( )) ≤ ∑ +1 and vice versa. Table 1 . Events ( ( )) and ( ( )) in connectivity at .
Dynamic fixed point (∑ +1 )
( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( ))
First and last lines represent the locally asymptotically stable iterations and interactions events, while second to forth lines represent the asymptotically unstable iterations and interactions events.
Or the opposite direction of ( ( )), Table 2 . Events ( ( )) and ( ( )) in connectivity at .
Dynamic fixed point (∑
In Tables 1 and 2 , it is possible to observe the Cartesian alternating sequence of functions that reaches a maximum of possible combinations.
Using the formula (9) of the methodology section and the position in the metric space defined in (3), the events in tables 1 and 2 can be described as:
: Where both iteration frequencies for both functions do not match in either position for any kind of connectivity in ( ( )) or ( ( )).
And to extract the iteration values in 10 , the largest and smallest distances of iterated functions from the dynamic fixed point in ( ) or ( ), can be obtained by viewing the maximum distances between ( )and ( ) as the smallest number of event interactions (phase I) for either function, depending on your position , which increases the time length of iterations as a canonical phase space, and the minimum distances as the largest number of event interactions (reducing the time length of each iterated function -phase II). (14) (15) (13) Analyzing phase spaces in the iterated functions at a dynamic fixed point, the vectors variations that can be obtained by a fixed point dynamics in terms of time and space are quite expressive in possibilities. By illustrating in Figure 5 a sequence of dynamic fixed points that occur according to Table 1 , it is possible to observe the iterated functions in connectivity and the geometric aspect of the iterations and interactions orbits/frequencies of one of the possible connectivity : ( ( )) → .
False Asymptotic Instability at Iterated Functions
Despite of a false asymptotic effect might exist in an iterated function analysis, this research points out that since time lengths poses the true cause of events, it can be also used as a tool to design new results towards quantitative aspect of physical, chemical or biological properties of reality.
By observing the phase space ( figure 3) constituted by the object of this research, it is possible to realize that dynamics between asymptotic true and false events and their possibility of manipulation of these events in terms of their interaction and iteration through time lengths. This dynamic can be visualized through different possibilities of creating iterated events that alternate in their physical and natural expressions due to interactions in connectivity as shown in Figure  8 (Note that the data was not simulated to construct this image. This image is represented because it satisfies the numerical solution conditions of table 1 and 2 similar to the Vinograd system, but the regions of false asymptotic instability in f and g would be smaller curves than the image presented). The symmetry region (negative and positive of the graph) represent the iterated functions respectively ( ( )) and ( ( )) in ∑ +1 alternately designed by time lengths of both functions at interactions. One way of empirically observing the expression of iterated functions in connectivity on time, similar to the descriptions present in this research, would be in figure 8 . In the left image [10, 11] a chemical event of wheat is represented in which the time length of iterations and interactions has a false asymptotic instability at the beginning of event A (higher time length of iterations that gives a certain physicochemical property), and asymptotic stability after the initial phase of event B (the loss of physicochemical properties that give rigidity to the material, which is understood to be an asymptotic stability of the event). And in the image at bottom, the closed pine cone biological structure in its fractals and shape [12] can be observed for its asymptotic stability (regular time lengths) at the center of the structure, obtaining maximum interactions and determined time length of iterations, and in the final portion of the structure (tapered) it is possible to observe the false asymptotic instability (higher expression of a given function on time) in which the interactions between the functions become smaller and, consequently, the frequencies on time with which each iterated function expresses become larger.
A B Figure 8 . Representation of an event with Lyapunov stability and its stable and unstable localities.
Note that there might be some variations on the fractal and form f closed pine cone as well as rigidity or bendiness of wheat structure due chemical or biological factors such as defective proteins, genes or other environmental conditions. But it does not change the mathematical modeling of describe in this research.
Conclusion
The greater the average distance between two points between iterated functions in connectivity in the given model, the more often the more distant function will express itself around the fixed point of the one of the iterated function, which characterizes the false asymptotic effect of instability considering the metric space generated at this phase I. Similarly, not only in terms of iteration expression frequency (time length), but iterated functions if observed in terms of their physical nature, are also defined in the possibility that the function has a certain time or space for expression of events iterated and interdependent with other variables. Therefore, in the opposite direction, the smaller the average distance, the lower the expression frequency of iteration on time in both functions proportionally to the fixed point distance due to the metric position that each function occupies in the metric space, which characterizes the stable asymptotic effect.
Globally speaking, the entire event presents a Lyapunov stability due to the constant and periodic orbits defined by specific fixed points, even if dynamically distributed. When taking into account a Lyapunov stability, it is interesting to observe that in the given equilibrium state, the event might present false asymptotic instability and stability as a camouflage effect under the apparent equilibrium of orbits.
In several events involving iterations, such as physics, biology and chemistry phenomena and related knowledge, iteration events are manifestations of repetition in the order or disorder of elements that constitute an iteration [13, 14] . Although the cause of iterations as well as their behavior are key topics in the search for iterated events, an important aspect raised in this paper reflects on the discretization of iterated events in terms of knowing how behave diverse iterated functions that generates an event, and this observation serves as a tool to understand the flow with which each function infinitely iterates from a fixed point of dynamic type.
If we consider, for example, atmospheric events, in a temperature range between meeting air masses, to be considered as a set A cold mass and a set B hot mass, the interaction between these events necessarily generates a region of instability C, which analogously to this study will be the dynamic fixed point that will form at the conjunction of A and B, which in turn will also be synchronously affected at event C. This example helps to illustrate that the dynamics of continuously iterating atmospheric particles, according to the methodological definitions of this paper, will express behavior in which regions of the space under which it creates a dynamic fixed point have symmetric and asymmetric sets A and B (fixed points dynamics), in turn generating densities of iterations and interactions over space. The so-called minimum and maximum distances of events iterated from a fixed point reveal the regions of space in which particles will have the highest and lowest time length of interaction and iteration, which affects the physical expression effect of particles in physicochemical aspects. The duration of time length of iterations and interactions in different regions of space allows both sets A and B (hot and cold air mass) to express higher or lower time influence on the event with expressions of greater or lesser influence on the linear and nonlinear dynamics of the physical and chemical phenomena effects of the event.
It is suggested as future research, the refinement of the mathematical formulations described in this research in order to achieve descriptions involving a larger number of iterated functions. Similarly, it is also suggested that the nature of cause and effect iterations from iteration and interaction frequencies and dynamic fixed points serve as sample data about the use of this method to describe behaviors of iterated events in connectivity.
A very important aspect that was not addressed in this article is the time factor as a precursor to iterated events. For natural events, the ergodicity of the variables in interacting can also be regulated by time as an event that is initially conditioned by it and has evolution affected by it. The time factor was not addressed in this article.
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